E. Multiple sequence alignment of MPN329 and Fur family members. The indicated residues were mutated to Glu.
F. Multiple sequence alignment of MPN424 and YxlM members. Shown is a sequence alignment with the YlxM protein from S. aureus, whose 3D structure is available (1XSV).
A structure for the E. coli TRFB transcriptional repressor protein has also been solved (with bound DNA: 2W7N). Residues in red are the mutations (to Glu) introduced to prevent dimerization.
G. Multiple sequence alignment of MPN529 and HU family members. The indicated Arg residues were mutated to Glu and Ala, respectively.
H. Multiple sequence alignment of MPN608 and PhoU-family members. The indicated negatively charged residues were mutated to Ala. (Table S1) , and each gene has been assigned its corresponding regulatory mechanisms (transcription factors, regulators, supercoiling, etc.). Different cellular processes can preferentially use one regulatory mechanism over another to control the expression of the implicated genes. Figure 3D ). We fitted a Random Forest model to each experiment in the correlated clusters and observed that the relative importances of each of the features studied were more similar in experiments within the same cluster than across clusters. Then, we calculated the average relative importance of each feature for each cluster. The size and opacity of the dots reflect the variance explained by each feature in each group of experiments. 
1)
Gold sets of DNA-and RNA-binding proteins were constructed using information from the literature. For the gold set, we did not consider components of large machines that need to be assembled in order to bind to DNA (i.e., the DNA replication complex), components of DNA-binding complexes that do not contact DNA, and metabolic enzymes involved in nucleotide metabolism. We did include all proteins that bind to DNA and/or RNA in a direct manner (information from Uniprot or from PDB structures).
The negative gold set is composed of membrane proteins and lipoproteins exposed to the medium. ID: identifier. 1: Protein present in the gold set. 0: Protein not present in the gold set. We also indicate those proteins not detected by mass spectrometry. TRUE in columns I to L means that the protein passed the ROC curve cut-off as a DNA/RNAbinding protein. DNA binding probability: the score is calculated by dividing the number of times a protein is found in the experiments (TRUE) by 4. Criterion 1, not to be further characterized (applied to all proteins with a score equal to or greater than 0.5): RNAbinding proteins, membrane-associated ATPases, proteins involved in DNA replication and maintenance, RNases requiring other components, and chaperones that are usually found as contaminants. In the case of duplicated proteins, we only cloned some members of the group. Criterion 2, cloned (despite having a score below 0.5, or being a TRUE RNA-binding protein): we selected some key metabolic enzymes of the main processes (nucleotides, glycolysis, lipids and fermentation) to study the link between metabolism and transcription. We also included some proteins as controls, true RNA-binding proteins described in the literature that possibly regulate transcription, as well as RNases that can specifically degrade RNA transcripts. Table S2 . Experiments for each gene and mutant (supporting Table for non-essential; NE*, non-essential because they are duplicated; F, fitness (Lluch-Senar et al., 2015) . NOTE: TF149 had a mutation in the FLAG-tag. See Online Table 1 for the used constructs. Table S3 . ChIP-seq specific peaks (supporting Table for Figures 2 and 3) Consensus ChIP-seq peaks of the RNAP subunits and associated proteins, as well as of proteins with specific peaks (either structural or mapping to promoters). In total, the profiles of the POD (combined results of 6 and 24hours) and 23 DNA-binding proteins are shown. In the case of multiple biological replicates, peaks appearing in at least two of them are marked with an asterisk (*), and the largest peak height is shown. Different peaks located less than 100 bases apart were considered to bind the same region. Table S4 . TSS annotation by 5'-mapping (supporting Table for Table for Figures 3 and 4)
Gene changes produced by the OE/KOs/Mut/DN of the TFs and regulators described in this study, as well as their adjusted p-values are shown (only significant changes, see Methods). In those cases, where the OE and KO or any combination with DN and Mut, resulted in similar or mirror results, we determined the consensus (using the reverse values of the KO, DN and Mut when they mirrored the OE). For some genes, we could only see a phenotype upon addition of drugs (Shx is serine hydroxamate; DA is diamide) or after perturbations (glucose starvation). Online Table 6 shows all unfiltered changes and p-values for all the candidates tested in this study.
Table S6. Major perturbations and their effect on the transcriptome (supporting Table for Figures 3 and 4)
Thirty-seven major perturbations were defined by their effect (i.e., antibiotics were grouped by their type, such as macrolides or tetracyclines), given that they correlate well.
For each of these major perturbations, we determined a consensus of the changes (see Methods). Significant changes are those marked with an asterisk (*).
Table S7. Phenotypic analysis (supporting Table for Figure 3)
Qualitative phenotype of all generated strains as determined by growth curves (quantitative data can be found in Online Table 7 ). Two indicators were extracted from the pH-growth curves: growth (based on the protein biomass and the early slope of the growth curve) and metabolism (based the color of the medium at the highest point of the curve and the late slope). We also indicate the number of changes in each of the strains in transcriptomics experiments. Table for Figure 5 and Table 1) Features regarding the promoter sequence (Start position, Pribnow motif, extended Pribnow, and AT% before the Pribnow box), the UTR (length, AT%), the transcript (TSS position relative to the Pribnow, -1/+1 nucleotides, +1/+2 nucleotides, and RNA decay rate), the gene location in the chromosome (CID) and others (riboswitches, hairpins, transcriptional read-through, and behavior in supercoiling) are summarized in this table, together with the targets of the TFs and regulators. These features were considered in the Random Forest fit of each perturbation experiment to determine how much variance can be explained by each factor. The rows without content are genes that we excluded from the analysis because they had borderline expression or were too noisy. 29  1.......10........20........30........40........50........60........70........80........90.......100.......110.......120.......130.......140.. M. pneumoniae M. genitalium
Table S8. Transcriptional regulation mechanisms (supporting
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Base pair probabilities 
Fast growth  Fast acidification  51  MPN192  --0  MPN194  --0  MPN197  --0  MPN208  --0  MPN222  --0  MPN223  Fast growth  -0  MPN223_KO  Slow growth  -0  MPN229  --0  MPN239  Slow growth  Fast acidification  43   MPN241   Slow growth  Slow acidification  40  MPN243  --0  MPN244  --3  MPN246  --0  MPN247  --0  MPN247_KO  --47  MPN248_KO  --120  MPN250  --0  MPN252  Fast growth  -0  MPN255  Slow growth  Slow acidification  0  MPN263  --4  MPN265  --0  MPN266  --0  MPN266_Mut1 Slow growth Slow acidification 0 MPN266_Mut2 -19  MPN294_KO  --47  MPN295  --2  MPN300  Slow growth  Slow acidification  2  MPN301  --0  MPN303  Fast growth  Slow acidification  0  MPN314  --5  MPN314_Mut  --4  MPN315  --0  MPN316  --0  MPN329  --4  MPN330  --0  MPN332  --4  MPN348  --0  MPN349  --4  MPN352  --0  MPN368  --0  MPN372_KO  --1  MPN397  Fast growth  Fast acidification  2  MPN397_KO  --27  MPN397_Mut1  -Slow acidification  0  MPN397_Mut2  --0  MPN397_Mut3  --75  MPN400  --0  MPN401  --0  MPN420  Fast growth  -17  MPN420_KO  Fast growth  Slow acidification  151  MPN421_KO  Slow growth  Slow acidification  3  MPN424  --0  MPN424_DNKO  --5  MPN426  -Slow acidification  0  MPN428  Fast growth  Fast acidification  6  MPN430  --0  MPN440  --0  MPN443  --0  MPN446  --0   MPN473   Slow growth  Slow acidification  9  MPN475  -Slow acidification  0  MPN478  --0  MPN481  --0  MPN482  --0  MPN484  --0  MPN485  --0  MPN487  --0  MPN490  -Fast acidification  57  MPN490_KO  Fast growth  Fast acidification  26  MPN499  --0  MPN506_KO  --29  MPN507  -Slow acidification  0  MPN516  --11  MPN518 -
Fast growth  -2  MPN568  --0  MPN569  --0  MPN572  --6  MPN574  --0  MPN576  --3  MPN590  --0  MPN606  --0  MPN608  Slow growth  Slow acidification  0  MPN615  -Slow acidification  0  MPN617  --0  MPN621  --0  MPN626  --25  MPN627  -Fast acidification  0  MPN633  --0  MPN633.634  --42  MPN634  --22  MPN635  --0  MPN638  --3  MPN651  -Fast acidification  7  MPN663  --0  MPN667  -Slow acidification  4  MPN673  --0  MPN674  --3  MPN674_KO  -Slow acidification  51  MPN677  --0  MPN683  --0  MPN686 Slow acidification 17
YFP Venus (negative control)
